Food Safety: Land Use

The Produce Rule On
Domestic and Wild Animals

3/2/21

Animal Control SOPs

When
Prior to planting

F-6.1 Animal Control Risk Assessment

PR: “take all measures reasonably necessary to identify
and not harvest produce that is likely to be contaminated”

Difference In Ease Of Control

F-6.2 Routine Monitoring of Animal Activity
During the Production Season
F-6.2 Pre-Harvest Field Assessment
F-6.3 Managing Animal Intrusion and
Contamination
F-6.3 Worker Training: Animal Control

Weekly during
season
Pre-harvest
As needed

Annually

You’ve Identified a risk. How will you mitigate it?
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Domestic Animals
- Avoid direct contact with animals other than working
animals.
-Take steps to minimize the likelihood of contamination
when in direct contact with working animals
- Take steps to minimize animal feces getting on produce and
contact surfaces

- USE A SOP
- TRAIN
- MONITOR
- CORRECT
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Working Animals? Develop SOPs: Train animal handlers.
- Is edible portion in the field? How close to harvest?
- To do if animal poops in the field near or on produce
- Practices to complete after handling animal: Handwashing,
cleaning and sanitizing tools

Pet Or Working Domestic Animal?
Working dogs and cats are not prohibited in PR.
Audits? Pick your battles.
- SOP
- Train
- Monitor
- Correct
- Audits

USE A SOP & TRAIN/MONITOR/CORRECT

Visitor’s
PETS
should be
left at
home

You’ve Identified a risk. How will you mitigate it?
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Animals, Domestic Or Wild In Produce Fields.

Number of Animals

Although the Produce Rule does not require establishing
waiting periods between grazing and harvest, the FDA
encourages farmers to voluntarily consider applying such
intervals as appropriate for the farm’s commodities and
practices.

High concentrations of wildlife in the growing
and harvesting environment increase risk.

Be aware, that most audit programs do require waiting
periods or have specific standards.
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MONITOR: Immediately prior to harvest: PR requires

farms to visually examine the growing area and produce to
be harvested, regardless of the harvest method used.

Immediately Prior To Harvest
1. MONITOR for fecal contamination & signs of animal
activity (trampling, rooting, feeding, tracks, broken fence)
2. ASSESS risks and decide if the crop or a portion of the
crop can be safely harvested

PR does not require documentation on monitoring.
Many 3rd party audits do require documentation.
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3. CORRECT: Make Decisions About Harvest
- Do not harvest any produce that may be contaminated
- Determine if no-harvest buffer zones around the
contamination are sufficient to reduce risk to allow harvest
of the uncontaminated produce
- Suggested no-harvest buffer zones vary from a 0-25 foot
radius, depending on the crop, climate, contamination
event, and harvest equipment
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CORRECT: Make Decision: What to do with the
contamination
• Remove, leave, bury, or other
• Consider risks that could result from these actions
(e.g., cross-contamination of equipment with feces)
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WORKER TRAINING

During The Growing Season
PR also requires assessments during the growing season.
If significant evidence of potential contamination by
animals is found, take measures reasonably necessary
- Monitor for feces and evidence of intrusion
- Evaluate the risk of fecal contamination on produce
- Deter
Fence Or Net

Decoy
Visual
Deterrent
Or Noise
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Trap

Workers must receive training to:
- Recognize and not harvest contaminated
produce
- Wash hands after handling animal feces or
any time hands may be contaminated
- Report food safety concerns to a supervisor

Tactile
Repellent
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THANK-YOU
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